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Let X, Y be real Banach spaces, T: X ---, Y A-proper, and C: X + Y 
compact. Section 1 of this paper is devoted to the study of bifurcation and 
asymptotic bifurcation problems for Eq. (*): TX - ACx = 0. In Theorem 1 it is 
shown that if T(0) = C(0) = 0 and T and C haveF-derivatives To and C, at 0 
with To A-proper and injective, then each eigenvalue of T,,x - XC,,x = 0 of 
odd multiplicity is a bifurcation point for Eq. (*). Theorem 2 shows that if T and 
C have asymptotic derivatives T, and C m , then each eigenvalue of Tmx - 
Kmx = 0 of odd multiplicity is an asymptotic bifurcation point for Eq. (*). 
Special cases are treated when Y = X and T = 1 - F with F k-ball-contractive 
or when Y # X and T is either of type (S) or of strongly accretive type. Section 2 
is devoted to applications of Theorems 1 and 2 to bifurcation problems involving 
elliptic operators. The usefulness of Theorems 1 and 2 stems from the fact that 
they are directly applicable to differential eigenvalue problems without the 
preliminary reduction of Eq. (*) to equivalent problems involving compact 
operators. Moreover, in some cases they are applicable in situations to which 
the known bifurcation results are not applicable. 
Let R be a real line, X a real Banach space, and C: X + X a compact map with 
C (0) = 0. The classical bifurcation problem, whose rigorous study was initiated 
by Krasnoselskii [16], concerns itself with the existence of nontrivial solutions of 
arbitrary small norms of the equation 
x = AC(x) with C = A + B, (O-1) 
where A is a compact linear operator and B: X -+ X is compact with 
11 B 11/11 x 11 + 0 as 11 x )/ -+ 0. In this context, Krasnoselskii [16] has shown that if 
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1 For the definitions of the notions and the description of the results mentioned in 
the Introduction see Section 1. 
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h, E R is a characteristic value of A of odd multiplicity, then X, is a bifurcation 
point for Eq. (0.1). On the other hand, the asymptotic bifurcation problem 
concerns itself with the existence of nontrivial solutions of Eq. (0.1) of abritrary 
large norms. It was also shown in [16] that if 1) Bx [[/]I x I/ + 0 as 11 x jl + co, 
then each characteristic values X, E R of A of odd multiplicity is an asymptotic 
bifurcation point for Eq. (0.1). 
Since bifurcation phenomena occur in many parts in physics (see [14]), the 
existence of bifurcation solutions became a subject of extensive study under 
various conditions on C. (See the survey paper of Rabinowitz [28] for the 
literature up to 1971.) 
Recently the basic bifurcation results of Krasnoselskii have been extended in 
two directions. First, Rabinowitz [28, 291 has investigated the nature of bifurca- 
tion and asymptotic bifurcation from characteristic values of A of odd multiplicity 
and has shown that strong results hold on the topological nature of the bifurca- 
tion phenomena involved. The global results of [28, 291 were extended by 
Stuart [32, 331 to the case when C = A + B is K-set-contractive, B is compact, 
and A is either a FrCchet derivative of C at 0 or an asymptotic derivative of C. 
The global bifurcation results for K-set-contraction C = A + B with A not 
necessarily a FrCchet derivative of C at 0 has also been obtained by Nussbaum 
[21]. Bifurcation and asymptotic bifurcation results for K-set-contractive 
gradient operators have been recently obtained by Toland [35]. Further results 
have been obtained in [9, 10, 13, 341 and others. 
Second, assuming that X is a separable reflexive Banach space, Skrypnik [31] 
studied the local befurcation problem for the equation 
TX = hCx (x E X), (04 
where C: X--f X* is compatt with Frechet derivative at 0, and T: X + X* is 
FrCchet differentiable at 0 and satisfies condition (a) (the latter condition is 
essentially equivalent to condition (S,) of B rowder [4]). If X is a Hilbert space 
and T: X+ X is strongly monotone and asymptotically linear, the asymptotic 
bifurcation for Eq. (0.2), has been studied by Aldarwish and Langenbach [2] 
(see also [17]). Most of the above mentioned authors applied their abstract 
results to elliptic partial differential equations as well as to ordinary differential 
equations. 
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, in Section 1 we extend the 
bifurcation and the asymptotic bifurcation results of Krasnoselskii [16] to the 
equation of the form 
TX = Kx, (0.3) 
where T is an A-proper mapping of the Banach space X into another Banach 
space,Y, C: X+ Y is compact and such that T = T,, + Q,, and C = C,, + PO, 
where T,, and C, are FrCchet derivatives of T and C, respectively, with T,, 
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A-proper, or T = T, + Qm and C = C, + P, , where T, and C, are asymp- 
totic derivatives of T and C, respectively, with T, A-proper. Note that, in either 
case, Eq. (0.3) can be written in the form 
K + Q& = h(Cax + J’s), T, , C, E-W, Y), (O-4) 
where 01 is either 0 or co. Since, in general, Qo: is neither compact nor K-set- 
contractive, the bifurcation results of the above mentioned authors are not 
applicable to Eq. (0.4). On the other hand, since the class of A-proper mappings 
with A-proper FrCchet or asymptotic derivatives is quite large, our bifurcation 
and asymptotic bifurcation results (Theorems 1 and 2 below) will contain as 
special cases some of the local bifurcation results of the above-mentioned 
authors. See Section 1.4 for the special cases. 
Second, in Section 2 we first apply our Theorem 2 to the variational asymptotic 
bifurcation problem involving quasilinear elliptic operators in divergence form 
of order 2m and then deduce the result of [2] un d er much weaker conditions than 
those used in [2]. In the second part of Section 2 we use Theorem 1 to study the 
bifurcation problem involving second order elliptic quasi-linear operators as 
well as the operators of order 2m acting in Sobolev spaces. The ordinary 
differential equations are also treated. Finally, let us add that Problems I and II 
in this section can be handled neither by the classical results in [16] nor by the 
more recent results in [29, 33, 211. Moreover, Problems III, IV and V show that 
even in those cases where the classical bifurcation results are applicable (via 
integral euqations) the bifurcation results based on the A-proper mapping 
theory offer a more direct alternative approach to certain differential bifurcation 
problems. 
1. BIFURCATION AND ASYMPTOTIC BIFURCATION FOR A-PROPER MAPS 
1.1. Preliminaries 
For the sake of completeness, we give explicitly some definitions and explain 
the notation to be used in the sequel. Throughout this paper X and Y will denote 
real Banach spaces, X* and Y*, their respective duals, and (f, u), the value of the 
functionalf in X* (in Y*) at u in X (in Y). We use “-+” and “-” to denote 
the strong or the weak (or sometimes weak*) convergence. For a given r > 0, 
B(0, r) and B(O, Y) denote the open and the closed ball, respectively, with center 
0 and radius r. 
Let {X,) C X and {E,} be sequences of oriented finite-dimensional spaces and 
let V, be an inclusion map of X,, into X and W,, a linear map of Y onto E, . 
For the sake of simplicity we use the same symbol I\ 11 to denote the norms in 
X, YandinE,. 
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DEFINITION 1. A quadruple r = (X, , V,; E, , IV,} is said to be an 
admissible scheme for (X, Y) provided that dim X, = dim E, , dist(x, X,) -+ 0 
as II + co for each x in X, {W,} is uniformly bounded and for each 
finite-dimensional subspace F of Y there exists an integer nF 3 1 such that 
W, IF: F + E, is injective for each n 3 nF . 
In what follows we shall use the following examples of schemes which, as is 
not hard to see, are admissible in the sense of Definition 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Injective Scheme for (X, X*). If Y = X*, E, = Xn*, and 
IV, = V,*: X* -+ Xn*, then the injective scheme I’, = {X, , V,; Xn*, V,*> is 
admissible for (X, X*). 
EXAMPLE 2. Projective Scheme for (X, X*). If Y = X*, P,: X-t X, 
is a linear projection such that 11 P, 11 < c for all ti, E, = P,*(X*) C X*, and 
W, = Pn*, then the projection scheme r,* = {X, , V, , E, , P,*} is admissible 
for (X, X*). 
Since dist(x, X,) + 0 for each x E X and 11 P, I[ < c, it is not hard to show that 
in this case P,(x) ---f x in X as n --f co for each x in X but, in general, P,* (f) --+ f 
in X* for each f in X*. 
EXAMPLE 3. Projectionally Complete Scheme for (X, Y). If E, = Y,, and 
W, = Qn. , where (YJ C Y is such that dist(y, Y,) + 0 as n ---f co for each y in 
Y and Qn: Y -+ Y, is a linear projection such that /I Qn [I < b for some b 3 1, 
then the projectional scheme I’, = {X, , V,; Y, , Qn} is admissible for (X, Y) 
since our stronger assumption on {Y,} implies that Qn( y) --f y in Y for each y 
in Y. 
The scheme I’, with the above properties will be called projectionally complete 
for (X, Y). In case Y = X, Y, = X, , and Qn = P, , the scheme r, = 
{X, , P,} will denote the projectionally complete scheme for X. It is obvious that 
every projectionally complete scheme is admissible but Example 2 shows that 
a projectional scheme r,* is admissible for (X, X*) but not projectionally 
complete for (X, X*). Example 1 shows that if X is separable, then {X, X*} 
always has an admissible scheme. 
We recall that a map C: D C X+ Y is called compact if C is continuous and 
C(Q) C Y is precompact whenever Q C X is bounded. The following class of 
A-proper mappings introduced by the author (see [23] for the survey-analysis of 
the theory and application of these operators) have proved to be useful in the 
study of operators which need not be compact, condensing or of monotone type. 
Moreover, the notion of an A-proper mapping proved to be also useful in the 
constructive solvability of abstract and differential operator equations (see [23, 
26, 271). 
DEFINITION 2. T: D C X -+ Y is said to be A-proper w.r.t. the admissible 
scheme rif T, = W,T ID n : D, F D n X,, -+ E, is continuous for each n and 
505/28/r-9 
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if {xn, 1 xn, E D,J is any bounded sequence such that 11 T,$x,j) - Wnj( y)/l - 0 
as j + co for some y in Y, then there exists a subsequence {xfijc,,> and x E D 
such that x,.(~) -+ x and TX = y. 
Among others (see [23]), one of the useful properties of A-proper mappings, 
which is especially important in the solvability of differential equations, is that 
it is invariant under compact perturbations; i.e., if T: D C X-+ Y is A-proper 
w.r.t. r and C: DC X -+ Y is compact, then T + C is A-proper w.r.t. r. 
Certain A-proper maps remain A-proper even when they are perturbed by a 
noncompact map. The following examples (for others see [4, 12, 23, 27, 36]), 
which we shall employ in the sequel, illustrate the generality of the class of 
A-proper mappings: 
EXAMPLE 1. If D _C X is closed and C: D + Xis compact, then Th = XI - C 
is A-proper w.r.t. F, = {X, , P,} for each h # 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. If S: X--f X is contractive, then T, = XI - S - C is A- 
proper w.r.t. r, for each 1 h I > 1 provided [I P, 11 = 1 for each n. 
In what follows we say that T: X + X* is Jirmly monotone if there exists a 
continuous function 4: R+ = {t > 0} --f R+ with $(O) = 0 and t --f 0 whenever 
4(t) -+ 0 such that 
(TX - TY, x -Y) 2 d(ll x -Y II> for all x and y in X. 
In case +(t) = cot2 for some c, > 0 we say that T is strongly monotone. 
EXAMPLE 3. If X is reflexive and T: X + X* is demicontinuous and 
firmly monotone, then T is A-proper both w.r.t. I’,* and I’, . 
EXAMPLE 4. If X is reflexive and T: X -+ X* is bounded, demicontinuous 
and satisfies condition (S) of Browder [4] (i.e., xlc - x in X and (TX, - TX, 
xk - x) + 0 imply xk -+ x), then T is A-proper w.r.t. I’, . 
It is known (see [23]) that P,-compact maps introduced by the author as well 
as b&condensing maps introduced in [30] also form a subclass of A-proper maps 
[20, 361. The same is true of the mappings satisfying condition (a) studied in [31]. 
A more concrete example of an A-proper map is given by the following (see [23]). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let Q CR” be a bounded domain with sufficiently smooth 
boundary aQ and let L he a linear strongly elliptic operator defined on D(L) = 
Wz2 n ti2’ by 
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where aij E Cl@), ai E C(Q), and Wzz, fizl are Sobolev spaces (see Sect. 2). Let 
K be a map defined on D(K) = D(L) by Ku = -Au with A the Laplace operator, 
let H, be the Hilbert space Wz2 n pgl, whose inner product and the equivalent 
norm are given by 
[u, v] = (Ku, Kv) = j-o Au Av dx, I * lo = II f+zu II) 
and let {X,} C H, be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces such that 
dist(u, X,) = infZeX, ( u - x I,, -+O as n-t a3 for each UEH~. If (Y,} = 
(&7(X,)} CL,(Q) and P,: W, -+ X, and Qn:L2(Q) -+ Y, denote the corre- 
sponding orthogonal projections, then L: H, --f L, is A-proper w.r.t. the projec- 
tionably complete scheme r, = {X, , P,,; Y, , Qn} for the pair (H, , L,). The 
proof of this fact given in [23] depends on the inequality of Sobolevskii. 
1.2. Statements of Main Theorems 
In this section we use the Brouwer degree, the Leray-Schauder Fixed Point 
Index Theorem (see [lq) and the generalized degree theory for A-proper 
mappings devloped by Browder-Petryshyn [8] to establish the existence of 
bifurcating solutions for the equation 
TX = hex, (1) 
where C: X -+ Y is compact, T: X + Y is A-proper w.r.t. r, and h E R. A point 
0 # ;\ E R is called an eigenvalue of Eq. (1) if there exists 0 # x E X such that 
Eq. (1) holds. In this paper we are interested in establishing the existence of 
nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) of arbitrary small and/or large norms. Thus our 
bifurcation results in this paper are essentially of a local character. To the best 
of our knowledge the biurcation problems for Eq. (1) when T is A-proper have 
not been studied by any other author. 
Bifurcation points. To define and study the bifurcation problem associated 
with Eq. (1) (i.e., the existence of nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) with small norms), 
we impose the following hypotheses on T and C: 
(i) T(0) = 0 and T has the Frkhet derivative T,, at x = 0 which is A-proper 
w.r.t. r. 
(ii) C(0) = 0 and C has the Fre’chet derivative C, at x = 0. 
DEFINITION 3. A point X, E R is called a bifurcation point (BP) for Eq. (1) 
if to each sufficiently small E > 0 there corresponds a number r,,(e) > 0 such 
that, for any r E (0, rO(c)), Eq. (1) h as a solution (X, x,,) with [ h - h, j < E and 
0 -=c 11 x, 11 = r. 
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Since the bifurcation problem involves the existence of solutions of Eq. (1) 
of small norms, the whole theory developed below remains valid when the 
mappings T and C are defined only on a closure of some open-bounded 
neighborhood of the origin. This actually will be the case in some applications in 
Section 2. 
It will be shown in Proposition l(a) in Section 1.3 that BP for Eq. (1) can only 
be an eigenvalue of the linearized problem 
T,(x) - XC,(x) = 0. GJ 
But, as in the theory of compact operators (see [16]), bifurcation need not occur 
at each eigenvalue of (2,). When we additionally assume that T,, is injective, 
then by Theorem 1 in [24], T, is a homeomorphism of X onto Y and since, by 
Lemma 11.4.1 in [16], C, is compact it follows that C,T,l: Y + Y is compact 
and thus h is an eigenvalue of (2,,) if and only if h is a characteristic value of the 
compact map C,T;l. In this case by the multiplicity of the eigenvalue X of 
Eq. (2,) we mean the dimension of Uihl N((I - hC,T$)$ where N(A) denotes 
the null space of the linear operator A. 
Before we state our first main result in this section, we note that if A EL(X, Y) 
is injective and A-proper w.r.t. r, then by Theorem 2 in [24], there exist a 
constant c > 0 and an integer n, > 1 such that 11 A,(x)/1 3 c I/ x 11 for all x E X, 
and each n 3 n, and consequently, for each fixed n 3 n, , A, is a linear homeo- 
morphism of X,, onto E, . In view of this, we say that an injective A-proper map 
A EL(X, Y) has a constant sign S,(A) if either S,(A) = deg(A,, B,(O, r), 0) = + 1 
for all n 3 n,, or S,(A) = deg(A, , B,(O, r), 0) = -1 for all n 3 n, with r > 0 
arbitrary, where B,(O, r) = B(0, r) n X,, and deg(A, , B,(O, r), 0) is the 
Brouwer degree. The following result, which extends Theorem IV.2.1 of 
Krasnoselskii [16], is our first bifurcation theorem for maps which are differen- 
tiable at 0. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that T: X+ Y is A-proper w.r.t. the admissible scheme 
P = (X,, , V,; E, , W,} and C: X + Y is compact. Suppose further that condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) hold with T,, injective. 
(a) If T, has also a constant sign S,( T,), then each ergenvalue of the linearized 
problem (2,) of odd multiplicity is a BP for Eq. (1). 
(b) If T and T, are A-proper w.r.t. the projectionally complete scheme 
P, = (X, , V,; Y, , Qn}, then the conclusion of (a) holds without the additional 
assumption that T,, has a constant sign w.r.t. I’, . 
Asymptotic bifurcation points. To study the asymptotic bifurcation problem 
associated with Eq. (1) (i.e., the existence of nontrivial solutions of Eq. (1) with 
very large norms) we assume that T and C are asymptotically linear with the 
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asymptotic derivatives T, and C, , respectively, i.e., we assume the following: 
(j) There is T, EL(X, Y) such that 11 T(x) - T,Jx)II/II x II--+ 0 US 11 x I/ + 00 
and T, is A-proper w.r.t. F. 
(jj) ThereisC,EL(X,Y)suchthatI/C(x)-CC,(x)lI/ljx1(-tOasIIx/j-too. 
DEFINITION 4. A point X, E R is called an asymptotic bifurcation point. 
(ABP) for Eq. (1) if to each sufficiently small E > 0 there corresponds a number 
I,(E) > 0 such that for any fixed r > Y,(E), Eq. (1) has a solution (X, xA) with 
/ h, - h 1 < E and 11 x,+ 11 = r. 
It will be shown in Proposition l(b) in Section 1.3 that an ABP for Eq. (1) can 
only be an eigenvalue of the linearized problem. 
T,(x) - K,(x) = 0. GJ 
It was shown in [16] (for the case when Y = X and T, = I) that asymptotic 
bifurcation need not occur at each eigenvalue of (2,). However, our second basic 
result shows that the following analogue of Theorem 1, which extends Theorem 
IV.3.1 of [16], is valid for asymptotically linear maps, i.e., for maps which are 
differentiable at co. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that T: X-t Y is A-proper w.r.t. I’, C: X+ Y is 
compact, and conditions (j) and (jj) hold with T, injective. 
(a) If T, has also a constant sign S,(T,), then each eigenvalue of Eq. (2,) 
of odd multiplicity is an ABP for Eq. (1). 
(b) If T and T, are A-proper w.r.t. I’, = {X, , V,; Y, , Q,}, then the 
conclusion of (a) holds without the additional assumption that T, has a constant 
sign w.r.t. r, . 
1.3. Proof of the Theorems 
The proof of Theorems I and 2 is based upon the following propositions, some 
of which have an independent interest. Since in some parts the arguments are 
identical in both cases, we shall state and prove these propositions simultaneously 
for maps T and C which are differentiable either at 0 or at co. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let I’ = {X, , V,; E, , W,} be an admissible scheme for 
(X, I’), T: X+ Y A-proper w.r.t. r and C: X--f Y compact. 
(a) Suppose that conditions (i) and (ii) hold. If h, is not an eigenvalue of the 
linearized problem (2,), then h, is not a BP for Eq. (1). 
(b) Suppose that conditions (j) and (jj) hold. If X, is not an eigenvalue of the 
linearized problem (2,), then h, is not an ABP for Eq. (1). 
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Proof. To shorten the proofs and to clarify the notation in what follows, it is 
always assumed that either 01 = 0 or c1 = CO. That is, a! = 0 corresponds to 
Theorem 1 while 01 = 0~) corresponds to Theorem 2. 
First note that conditions: (i) and (j) can be put in the form 
T(x) = T,(x) + Q&4 with II Q&)ll = 4l x II) as II x II - Q (3,) 
where T, EL(X, Y) is A-proper w.r.t. c while (ii) and (jj) can be put in the form 
C(x) = C,(x) + Pa(x) with /I P&9ll = 411 xII) as II x II - x (4J 
where C, EL(X, Y) and 01 is either 0 or co. 
Since, as was shown in [la, C, is compact and, by our assumption, T, is 
A-proper w.r.t. Tit follows from the results in [23] that 
A, z T, - h,C, E L(X, Y) 
is A-proper w.r.t. I’. Moreover, since h, is not an eigenvalue of (2,), the map A, 
is injective and therefore, by Theorem 1 in [24], A, is a homeomorphism of X 
onto Y. Hence there exists a constant a, > 0 such that 
II 4x)ll 2 a, II 2 II for all x in X(a = 0 or 01 = co). (5,) 
Let /\ E R be such that 
/ h - A, / < a,(4 1’ c, II)-1 = b, (a = 0 or d = co) (6J 
and choose Y,’ > 0 such that, for all x in X with /I x I/ > ym’, respectively, 
II x II G TO’! we have for 01 = 0 or CL = co the inequalities 
and 
II Q&N = I T(x) - T&)lI G G/4) !I x II (7,) 
II P&4 = II C(x) - G@)lI G &(I 4 I + w II 3 II. 
Then, in view of (5,)and(7,)-(8,), for every // x I/ 3 rm’, respectively, 0 < /I x I/ < 
Y,,', and every h E R satisfying (6J we have 
II W4 - Wx)lI 
= II(T&) - Wm(4 + &. - A) CA4 + Q&) - XPa(x)lI 
b II 4x)ll - I 4 - X I II Cm II II x II - II Q&)11 - (I Ax I + b) II P&)ll 
t (a, - (l/4)% - (l/4)% - (l/4)%) = (l/4)% II x Il. 
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The last inequality establishes the validity of the assertion (a) for the case 
when a = 0 and of the assertion (b) for the case when CL = 00. Q.E.D. 
As was mentioned above, it follows from Proposition l(a) that a BP for 
Eq. (1) can occur only at an eigenvalue of the linearized problem (2,) while 
Proposition l(b) implies that an ABP for Eq. (1) can occur only at an eigenvalue 
of Eq. (2,). To give the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we still need the following 
two propositions which are of interest in their own right. To state the next 
proposition we recall (see [S]) that if DC X is open and bounded, Z’ a set of 
integers together with (+ oo) and (- 03) T: D + Y, A-proper, and g $ T(aD), 
then thegeneralked topological degree of Ton D overg is denoted by Deg( T, D, g) 
and is defined to be a subset of Z’ given by Deg( T, D, g) = (y / y E Z’, there 
exists an infinite sequence {nj} of positive integers with nj -+ cc such that 
deg(T,, , Dnj j !&g) - r>. It was shown in [S] that for a given g $ T(aD), 
Deg(T, D, g), although in general a multivalued function, is well-defined and 
possesses most of the basic properties of Leray-Schauder degree for the maps of 
the form T = I - C with C compact. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T: X-+ Y be A-proper w.r.t. r. 
(a) Suppose that T(0) = 0 and T has an injective A-proper Frechet derivative 
To E L(X, Y) at 0. Then there exists ri > 0 such that, for each r E (0, rb), 
Deg(T, B(O, I), 0) = Deg(T, , B(O, r), 0). 
(b) Suppose that T has an injective A-proper asymptotic derivative 
T, EL(X, Y). Then there exists rz > 0 such that, for each r > r: , 
Deg(T, B(O, r), 0) = Deg(T, , B(O, r), 0). 
Proof. Let a = supn /I W, (1 and, as before, either CY = 0 or 01 = cc. Since T, 
is injective and A-proper w.r.t. I’, Theorem 1 in [24] implies the existence of 
a”number c, > 0 and an integer n, > 1 such that ._ 
II WJM 3 c, II x II for all x E X, and n 3 n,. (9J 
Choose r,” > 0 such that, for all x in X with 11 x: jj > r: , respectively, jj x // < r6 , 
we have 
II Qd4ll = II T(x) - T&>lI < 4W1 II x II. wkx) 
Then we claim that, for every r > rz , respectively, 0 < r < ri , and for each 
fixed n 2 n, and every t E [0, l] we have 
H,(t, X) = WnT,(x) + t(W,T(x) - W,T,(x)) f 0 for x 6 ~&#I, r). (11,) 
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Indeed, it follows from (9J and (IO,) that for each fixed n > n, , t E [0, I] and 
x E a&(0, Y) one has the inequality 
Hence, by the homotopy theorem for the Brouwer degree [16], it follows that, 
for each fixed n > n,, , deg(H,(l , *) B,(O, r), 0) = deg(H,(O, .), B,(O, Y), 0), i.e., 
deg(lVmT, B,(O, Y), 0) = deg(W,T, , B,(O, Y), 0). Since this is true for each 
n 3n,, we have the equality 
Deg(T, B(O, r), 0) = Deg(T, , B(O, y), 0). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. In case r is the projectionally complete scheme r, = {X, , V,; 
Y,, , Qn} for (X, Y), Proposition 2(a) can be deduced from a more general 
theorem of Fitzpatrick [12] whose argument depended heavily upon the 
properties posessed by a projectionally complete scheme. 
It will be seen below that in order to establish the validity of assertion (b) of 
Theorems 1 and 2 one needs the following proposition which establishes the 
validity of a restricted version of the product formula for special types of 
A-proper mappings. Although our next proposition could be stated in a more 
general form, we will state and prove it here in the form which will be used in 
the sequel. We remark in passing that Proposition 3 below is of interest in its own 
right as a useful result in the theory of the topological degree for A-proper maps 
as defined and developed in [8] and further studied in [12, 221 (see [37] for a 
related result, where a different definition is given for a degree of an A-proper 
map). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r, = {X, , V,; Y, , Qn} be a projectionally complete 
scheme as de$ned by Example 3. Suppose A, B EL(X, Y) are such that A is 
injective and A-proper w.r. t. r, , B is compact, and A - B is injective. Let 
K-BA-landL=I-KK:Y + Y. Let Y > 0 be an arbitrary but Jixed number 
and set Gr = A(B(0, Y)) C Y. 
Then there exists an integer N > 1, independent of Y, such tuat for each jixed 
n > N we have the formula 
deg(A, - 8, , &(O, y), 0) = deg(& , B,(O, y>, 0) deg&, G’, Oh (12) 
where deg,, is the Leray-Schauder degree ofL on Gr over 0. 
Proof. Since A and A - B are injective, Ax # 0 and Ax - Bx # 0 for all 
x E aB(O, r) and any Y > 0. The latter also implies that L = I - K is injective 
and so y - Ky # 0 for ally E aGr. By Theorem 2 in [24], there exists an integer 
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N0 > 1 and a number d,, > 0 such that I] A,(x)11 > d, 11 x 11 and 11 A,(x) - 
B,(x)]1 3 d, 11 x I/ for all x E X, and n > N,, . Moreover, since K = BA-I: Y + Y 
is compact and {Yn , QZn} is projectionally complete for Y, it follows that 
L = I - K is injective and A-proper w.r.t. {Y, , Qn} and so there exists an 
integer N1 > 1 such thatL, is injective for n 3 N1 and, by [S, Theorem 21, 
de& , G,‘, 0) = degd, G’, 0) for each n > N1 . (13) 
It follows from the above discussion that if we take N = max{N,,  N,), then the 
degrees appearing in (12) are well defined for each n > N. 
To establish the equality (12), f or each fixed n > N we first consider the 
homotopy H,: B,(O, r) x[O, I] + Y, defined by 
Now we claim that H-(x, t) # 0 for x E a&(0, r), t E [0, 11, and n 3 N. 
Indeed, if this were not the case, then there would exist subsequences 
{xTfj I xnj E %j(o, r)> and {4$ C LO, 11 such that Hn,(xnf , t,J = 0 for each j. 
Wlthout loss of generality we may assume that tnj -+ t E [0, 11. Consequently 
@nj(xn,) - %,@njN + (1 - WzjAnj(xnl) - 0 as j-+co. 
Replacing L by I - K one easily shows that 
Anj(xnj) - tBnj(xnj) - (1 - 4 QnjKAnj(xnj) -+ 0 as j-+ co. 
Since {Anj(xllj)} is bounded in Y and K is compact, we may suppose that 
K(A,$(x, 3 )) -+ w in Y for some w in Y and, therefore, as j --f co, we see that 
Anl(x,J - tBnj(xnj) - !A,((1 - t) w> - 0 as j-+co. 
Since A - tB is A-proper, there exists a subsequence, which we again denote by 
{x,~}, such that xnj + x in X and TX - tBx - (1 - t)w = 0 with x E aB(0, r). 
The strong convergence of (xn,} to x and the continuity of T and K as well as the 
property of {Qn} imply that w = KAx. Thus Ax - tBx - (1 - t)KAx = 0 
or Ax - tBx - (1 - t)Bx = 0 since K = BA-I. Hence Ax - Bx = 0 with 
1) x )( = r, in contradiction to the injective property of A - B. Thus, for each 
fixed n > N, Hn(x, t) # 0 for x E a&(0, Y) and t E [0, I]. Therefore, by the 
homotopy theorem for the Brouwer degree, for each fixed n > N we have 
deg(A, - B, , B,(O, r), 0) = ~~g(LA , WI +I, 0). 
Since, for each fixed n > N, L,: Y, + Y,, and A,: X,, + Y, are injective, it 
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follows from the product formula for the Brouwer degree that for each such n 
de@,& ,%(O, r>, 0) = de&% , &(O, r>, 0) deg(L , G,‘, 0). 
The latter equality and (13) imply the validity of (12). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Since the arguments are similar in both cases, we 
combine the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 by setting 01 = 0 in case of Theorem 1 
and 01 = CO in case of Theorem 2. 
(a) Since T, EL(X, Y) is injective A-proper map w.r.t. the admissible 
scheme r, T, is a homeomorphism of X onto Y by Theorem 1 in [24] and 
consequently, X E R is an eigenvalue of Eq. (2,) if and only if A is a characteristic 
value of the compact operator C,T;‘: Y --f Y. Thus the eigenvalues of Eq. (201), 
or equivalently the characteristic values of COT$, form a discrete set. Let A, 
be a characteristic value of C’,T;l of odd multiplicity. Then there exists cOL > 0 
such that there are no eigenvalues of Eq. (2,) in [A, - E, , A, + en] distinct 
from A, . Let E be an arbitrary but fixed number in (0, c,) and set II,(+) = 
T, - (A, f l )C, . Then T, , D, EL(X, Y) are injective and A-proper w.r.t. r. 
Now consider the mapping H(x, t): Xx[O, l] ---f Y given by 
H(x, t) = T(x) - (A, - 2te + c) C(x). 
Then H(., 0) = T - (A, + <)C, H(*, 1) = T - (A, - c)C, H(x, t) is A-proper 
w.r.t. r for each fixed t E [0, l] and uniformly continuous in x in any bounded 
set of X with H, , the corresponding derivative of H. Moreover, H,(., 0) = 
D,(+E) and H,(., 1) = D&-E) with D,(+E) and D,(-•E) injective. Hence, it 
follows from Propositions 1 and 2 that there exists a number Y,(E) > 0 such that 
for any r E (0, rs(~)), respectively, r E (Ye, co), H(x, 0) # 0 and H(x, 1) # 0 
for x E aB(O, r) and 
Deg(T - (X, & e) C, B(0, r), 0) = Deg(D,(fe), WO, r), 0). (14,) 
Now, since T, and D,(-&) = T, - (A, f c)C, are injective linear A-proper 
mappings and, by the additional assumption in (a), the map T, has a constant 
sign Sr( T,), it follows from Theorem ‘2 of Browder and Petryshyn [8] that 
Deg(D,(+E), BP, r), 0) = SdT,) degd~ - (4 + l 1 GK1, T&W, r)>, 0) (15,) 
and 
Deg(D,(-c), B(0, Y), 0) = S,(T,) deg& - (& - c) C,Til, TMO,Y)), 0). (16) 
On the other hand, by the Leray-Schauder formula for the degree of compact 
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linear vector fields (see, for example, Theorem II, 4.6, in [16]), it follows from 
(15,) and (16,) that Deg(D,(+r), B(0, Y), 0) = S,(T,)(-1)a and 
Deg(D&c>, B(O, r), 0) = s,(T,)(--l)‘, 
where /3 (resp. y) is the sum of multiplicities of the eigenvalues of C,T-l whose 
sign is the same as that of /\, + E (resp. X, - c) and whose absolute value is 
greater than j h, + E 1-l (resp. 1 X, - E 1-l). S ince h, is of odd multiplicity, it 
follows from the above that 
Deg(D,(+c), WY ~1, 0) f Deg(4-~), WA ~1, 0). 
This (14,) and the homotopy theorem in [8] imply the existence of an t E (0, 1) 
and an x E aB(O, Y) such that H(x, t) := 0, i.e., TX - XC% = 0 with A = 
A, - 2tr + E E (Aa - E, , X, + E,) and 11 x 11 = r. This establishes the assertion (a) 
of Theorem 1 which is the case when 01 = 0, and of Theorem 2 which is the case 
when 01 = a. 
(b) Suppose now that T and T, are A-proper w.r.t. the projectionally 
complete scheme I’, = {X, , V,; Y, , Qn} with T, not necessarily having a 
constant sign. As was noted above, it follows that r, is not only admissible but 
is also such that&,(y) + y for eachy in Y and, of course, M = supn /I& jj < co. 
Let h, be a characteristic number of C,T;’ of odd multiplicity and let E be a 
fixed number in (0, E,) such that 0,(&c) = T, - (X, & l )C, is injective and for 
each x in X we set O(&)(x) = T(x) - (h, + c) C(x). Then, if(i) and (ii) hold, 
n(&)(O) = 0 and 0,(&e) = To - (ha & c)C,, is the FrCchet derivative of 
D( +) at 0, while if (j)-(jj) hold, De( +) = T, - (h, & c)C, is the asymptotic 
derivative of n(&). Now, since D,( &) EL(X, Y) is injective and A-proper 
w.r.t. r, , there exists a number c,(c) > 0 and an integer N,(E) 2 1 such that 
II f&J&(*+ II > C%(C) I! x jJ for all x E X, and n 3 N,(E). (17.3) 
Choose p,(c) > 0 such that, for all x in X with [] .r /I 3 pm(c), respectively, 
0 < j x 11 < pO(c), we have 
II a+4 - Q(It4(X)I! < m4T1C,(~) 11 x II. (1%) 
Then we claim that, for every r > pm(e), respectively, 0 < r < pa(c), and for 
each fixed n 3 N,(E) and every t E [0, l] we have 
for all x E Z&(0, r). Indeed, it follows from (17,) and (18,) that for 
s E L?B(O, r) n X, and t E [0, l] we have 
llF,(x, 9 2 II Qn~&t~)(~)lI - II G?JYzIs)(~ - QnDa(rt~)(~)il 
2 (c, - M(2M)-L,) 11 x 11 = (1/2)rc, . 
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Consequently, by the homotopy theorem for the Brouwer degree, we see that 
for each fixed n > N,(E) we have 
deg(Q,$(&r), &(O, r), 0) = deg(Q,P,(f~), WA r>, 0). 
Now the operator II,(&) = T, - (A, f 6) C, EL(X, Y) is such that T, is 
injective and A-proper, (A, f e) C, EL(X, Y) is compact, and DJ&~E) is 
A-proper and injective. Hence, by Proposition 3, there exists an integer IV, 
(>N,(e)) independent of r such that for each fixed n > N, we have 
deg(Q,Qk!e)~ WA r), 0) 
= deg(Q,T, , &(O, y), 0) deg& - (A, i c) GK1, T,(B(O, rho). (2%) 
Since (Aa f 6) is not a characteristic value of C,T;’ and A, is a characteristic value 
of C, T;’ of odd multiplicity, it follows from the Leray-Schauder formula used 
in the proof of (a) and the equalities (19J and (20,) valid for each fixed n > N, 
that 
deg(Q,D(+c), &&A r), 0) f dedQnD(-c), &(O, r), 0). WJ 
Thus, by (21,) for each n > N, there exist x, E a&(0, r) and t, E (0, 1) such 
that 
tn[QnT(xn) - 0, + l )Qn%Jl + (1 - tn)[Qn%J - (4 - ~)Q,$(G)] = 0 
or equivalently 
QnWn) - (A, - 2tne + c)QnC(xn) z 0. @2cJ 
We may suppose without loss of generality that t, ---f t E [0, I] and observe that 
in this case 
QnT(xn> - (~4 - 2tc + ~1 QnW4 = (t - tn) Qnch) - 0 as n-too. 
Hence, by the A-properness of I-I(., t) = T - (A, - 2te + l )C, there exist a 
subsequence {x,~} and an x E X such that x, ---f x as i -+ co and T(x) - 
(A, - 2tc + c) C(x) = 0 with jl x I/ = r and t ‘E (0, 1) because it follows from 
(17,), (18,) and the property of {Qn} that 
I! T(x) - (k zk ~1 C(x)11 > (l/2) c,(c) II xi! for all x E X with I( x i( > p,(c) 
(when oi = co), respectively, for x E X with 11 x I/ < p,,(c) (when 01 = 0). 
Thus, for any fixed E E (0, E,), there exists ~~(6) > 0 such that for any 
0 < r < p,,(c), respectively, Y > PJE), Eq. (1) has a solution (A, xA) with 
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X = /\, - 2te + c E (X, - E, X, + c) and /j X~ )I = r. This establishes assertion 
(b) of Theorem 1 which is the case when OL = 0 and of Theorem 2 when OL = co. 
Remark 2. Going over the proof of Theorem 1 (i.e., the case when a: = 0) 
we note that Theorem 1, which treats the existence of nontrivial solutions of 
very small norms, remains valid when T and C are defined only on the closure of 
some bounded open neighborhood D of 0. Indeed, if this is the case, then there 
exists r0 > 0 such that B(0, YJ C D and consequently, for a given E E (0, ~a), 
all we have to do is to choose ~,JE) > 0 such that Ye < r,, in case (a) and 
p,,(6) > 0 such that pa(c) < r0 in case (b). The corresponding homotopies are 
restricted to &[O, l] in case (a) and to D&O, I] in case (b). This remark is 
important since, as we shall see later, in some applications the maps are defined 
only on proper subsets of X (e.g., balls B(0, r)) containing 0). 
1.4. Special Cases 
In this section we use Theorems 1 and 2 to deduce the bifurcation results for 
some special classes of A-proper mappings T. As will be seen below, some of 
these special cases are known results while others are new. 
(a) It was noted already that when Y = X, Y, = X, , Q,, = P, , and 
T = 1, Theorems 1 and 2 yield the corresponding bifurcation and asymptotic 
bifurcation results of Krasnoselskii [16] for the equation 
x - AC(x) = 0. (23) 
(b) Suppose r = {X, , P,) is projectionally complete with /I P, // = 1 for 
each n. Following [30], for any bounded set Q C X, we define x(Q), the ball- 
measure of noncompactness of Q, to be the inf(r > 0 ) Q can be covered by a 
finite number of balls with centers in X and radius r}. The above terminology is 
justified by the fact that x(Q) = 0 iff Q is compact. For the various properties of 
x see [30]. Closely associated with x is the notion of a “k-ball-contraction” 
defined to be a continuous bounded map F: D C X-+ X such that x(F(Q)) < 
kX(Q) for any bounded set Q in D and some constant k > 0. It follows imme- 
diately that C: X-t Y is compact iff C is 0-ball-contractive. If S: X+ X is 
suchthatj/Sx-Sy]j<Z]Ix-y]lf or all x, y in X, then S is I-ball-contractive 
and F = S + C is also I-ball-contractive. For some more complicated k-ball- 
contractions see the papers of Sadovsky, Webb, Danes, Hale, Fitzpatrick and 
Petryshyn, Nussbaum, Petryshyn, Stuart, and others. 
As the second special case of Theorems 1 and 2 we deduce the following new 
result for k-ball-contractions. 
THEOREM 3. LetF: X + X be k-ball-contractive with k E [0, 1) and C: X+ X 
compact, 
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(lb) SupposeF(0) = C(0) = 0 andF, , C, EL(X, X) are Frechet derivatives 
at 0 of F and C, respectively. If To = I - F,, is injective, then each characteristic 
value of C,,T,l: X ---f X of odd multiplicity is a BP for the equation 
x - Fx = hC. (24) 
(2b) Suppose that F, , C, E L(X, X) are asymptotic derivatives of F and C, 
respectively. If T, = I - F, is injective, then each characteristic value of C,T;l 
of odd multiplicity is an ABP for Eq. (24). 
Proof (lb). F: X---f X is k-ball-contractive with k < 1 and ]I P, I/ = 1 for 
all n, the result of Webb [36] (see also [20]) implies that T = I - F is A-proper 
w.r.t. r, = {X, , P,). Since, by a result of Nussbaum [20], F, is also k-ball- 
contractive, the map T,, = I -F, , which is the Frechet derivative of T at 0, is 
also A-proper w.r.t. r, . Consequently, assertion (lb) follows from Theorem 1. 
Proof (2b). Since, by the author’s Proposition 1 in [25] (see also [3]), F, is 
also k-ball-contractive, the same argument as that used in the proof of (1 b) shows 
that the assertion (2b) follows from Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
As a third special case of Theorems 1 and 2 we deduce the following results for 
mappings of strongly K-monotone (i.e., strongly accretive [5, 151) type. Before we 
state our next result we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let K: X- Y* and K,,: X,---f E,* be such that K(tx) = tpK(x) 
for all x E X, t > 0 and some p > 1 with Kx # 0 whenever x # 0, and for all g 
in YandxinX, 
W’ng, &(4) = (g, Kx) and II Kn(x)ll = II K(x)ll. (25) 
Let T: X-t Y, c, > 0 and+,: R+ --f R+ be such tuat$,(t)/t -+ 0 as t + 00 and 
If either T(0) = 0 and T has the F-derivative T,, at 0 or T has the asymptotic 
derivative T, , then T, (a = 0 or 01 = 00) is an injective A-proper map w.r.t. r 
provided one of the allowing holds: 
(Hl) X is reJexive and either K is continuous with R(K) dense in Y* or 
r = r, with R(Q,*) C R,+J for each n. 
(H2) Either r = r, and Q,*g --f g in Y* Qg E Y* or R(T,J = Y. 
Proof. Since TX = T,(x) + G,(x) with I/ G,(x)jj//l x [I --+ 0 as 11 x jj + 01 
(a = 0 or CL = a~), it follows from (26) that for x E Xfixed and any t > 0 
(T&x), K(t4) + (G&x)> K&4) 2 c, II tx II /I W4ll - bcx(ll tx1~) II Wx)ll. 
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Since (G,(tx), K(tx)) < tP lj(G~(tx))ij I/K(x)ll, it follows that 
(Tmx, Kx) + (II GAlI tx llM tx II) II Kx II II 3 II 
3 co II x I/ II Kx II - Mll tx II)/11 txII> IIKx II II x II. 
Since x is fixed, ]I Ga(li tx ~~)~~/~~ tx 11 -+ 0 and &(I1 tx II)/// tx II - 0 as t -+ a: (a = 0 
or 01 = co), taking the limit in the above inequality as t -+ 01 we obtain the 
inequality 
(Tax, K4 2 cm IIx II II Kx II VxEX (ol=Oorol= co). (27) 
Now it follows from (27) that A = T, (a = 0 or 01 = co) is obviously injective. 
To show that A is A-proper we note that, by (25) and (27), the linear map 
A,: X, -+ Y, satisfies the inequality 
II A&)ll 2 cm IIx II for all x E X, and each n. (28) 
Hence it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 in [24] (see also Theorem 2.1B in [23]) 
that A is A-proper provided that A is pseudo-A-proper, i.e., if (a, ] xni E X,$} is 
bounded and A,jx,,) - W,Jf) --+ 0 f or some f in Y, then there exists x E X 
such that Ax = f. The latter fact follows if (Hl) or (H2) holds. Finally, in view 
of (28), Lemma 1 follows from Theorem 2.1C in [23]. 
Remark 3. It is not hard to see that when T satisfies condition (a), then the 
conclusion of Lemma 1 remains valid when T and C are defined only on some 
ball B(0, r) in X and (26) holds only for x in B(0, r). 
Remark 4. For special choices of r, K, and K, for which (25) and (HI) or 
(H2) hold when Y = X* or Y = X see [23]. 
In view of Lemma 1, we get another special case of Theorems 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose T, C: X-+ Y with C compact, K: X-+ Y* and 
K,: X, + En” satisfy (25) and either (HI) or (H2) holds. Suppose also that T is 
A-proper and (26) of Lemma 1 holds. 
(a) If T(0) = C(0) = 0 and T and C have F-derivatives To and Co at 0, then 
each eigenvalue of odd multiplicity of 
T,x = hC,x (29) 
in a BP for 
TX = XCx. (30) 
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(b) If T and C have asymptotic derivatives T, and C, , ‘then each eigenvalue 
of odd multiplicity of 
T,(x) = C&) (31) 
is an ABP for (30). 
Remark 5. It is known (see [5, 11, 15, 231) that if T is strongly K-monotone, 
i.e., 
(TX - Ty, K(x - y)) 3 c II x - y II II K(x - y)ll Vx, y E X, c > 0, (32) 
then under certain additional conditions on T and K and/or X and Y, the map T 
is surjective and thus, by Theorem 2 [24], T is A-proper. In view of this, 
Theorem 4 is applicable to (30) when T is strongly K-monotone and the condi- 
tions of Lemma 1 hold. This fact will prove to be useful in applications to 
differential eigenvalue problems. 
For later use we state the following corollary of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY I. Suppose X is a Hilbert space, C: X- X compact and 
T: X -+ X is a bounded emicontinuous map of type (S), such that 
(TX, x) >, C, /I x /I2 - C, for some constants C, > 0 and C, . (33) 
(a) If T(0) = C(0) = 0, C, = 0, and T and C have Frkhet derivatives T, 
and C, at 0, then each eigenvalue of (29) of odd multiplicity is a BP for (30). 
(b) If TandCh ave asymptotic derivatives T, and C, , then each eigenvalue 
of (31) of odd multiplicity is an ABP for (30). 
Remark 6. Since every bounded continuous, and strongly monotone map T 
of a separable Hilbert space H into H, which is asymptotically linear, is A-proper 
and has an A-proper asymptotic derivative, Theorems 8 and 10 of Aldarwish 
and Langenbach [2] are special cases of Corollary 1. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO BIFURCATION PROBLEMS 
INVOLVING DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
In a series of papers (e.g., [23,26,27]) the author showed how the notion of an 
A-proper mapping enters naturally in the problem of the solvability of boundary 
value problems for elliptic partial differential equations. In this section we show 
how the bifurcation theory for A-proper maps developed in the preceding 
section can be used in the study of local bifurcation problems involving elliptic 
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differential operators acting in Sobolev spaces. Let us add in passing that the 
first two problems in this section can neither be handled by the classical results 
in [16] nor by the more recent results in [29, 33,211. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in R” with smooth boundary so that the Sobolev 
Imbedding Theorem holds on Q. For fixed p E (1, CO), let L, 3 L,(Q) denote the 
real Banach space of functions U(X) on Q with norm jj u jj2, . If CI = (01~ ,..., an) 
is a multi-index of nonnegative integers we denote by D= = @/ax;1 ... S/ax> 
a differential operator of order 1 01 j = a1 + *.. + Q, . If m is a nonnegative 
integer, WDrn = WPw(Q) denotes the Sobolev space of all u in L, whose 
generalized derivatives D%, 1 01 / < m also lie in L, . WPm is a separable uniformly 
convex Banach space with respect to the norm 
In case p = 2, we get the Hilbert space Wsm with the corresponding inner 
product ( , ). Let Corn(Q) be the family of infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in Q considered as a subset of Wgm and let mDrn be the com- 
pletion in WPm of Corn(Q). Finally, let (u, w) = so uv dx denote the natural 
pairing between u in L, and v in L, , q = p(p - 1)-l. 
I. Variational ABP’s for Elliptic Operators in Divergence Form 
In this section we establish the existence of variational ABP’s for elliptic 
equation of the form 
du = Mu, UE v, l&m c vc wp. 
where & and 9 are formal differential operators on Q of the form 
(34) 
du = c (--l)lal DoLAa(x, u, Du ,..., D%), (35) 
Ial<m 
23% = c (-l)‘el DBBe(x, u, Du ,..., D”‘u) (36) 
INCP-1 
with & and B being asymptotically linear in the sense to be defined below. To 
formulate the hypotheses which we impose on & and a we introduce the vector 
space RSm whose elements are 5 = {& 1 I 01 j < m} and divide each such 5 into 
two parts 5 = (7, 0, where v = (7s 1 1 B I < m - l> E Rsm-l is a lower order 
part of [ and 5 = {(,I 1 011 = m> is the part of 5‘ corresponding to mth order 
derivatives. We also set E(U) = {D% 1 1 01 1 < m}. Thus ~2~ and gs are functions 
of Q x RSm into R1 upon which we impose the following conditions: 
505/28/I-10 
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A(1) For each 1 01 1 < m, A,(x, 4) satisjes the Caratheodory condition and 
there exists a constant c,, > 0 such that 
with p,, < 1 for 1 (y. 1 = I /I I = m, while in the lower order cases the exponents may 
have larger upper bounds (see [q). 
A(2) If f = (q, 5) is divided into components 5, of order I u I = m and the 
components va of order / 01 I < m - 1, then for x E Q and r] E Rsm-l, 
1 H&7 77 5) - 4% 77, 5’)lKi - L’l > 0 for 5 f 5’. 
/011=m 
A(3) There exist constants c, > 0 and c2 such that 
,J& &(x, 5) f, 2 cl ( ,@grn I f, 12) - c2 fw all x E Q and t E Pm. 
Remark 7. Instead of A(2) and A(3) one may assume: 
A(2’): There exist constants c, > 0 and c, such that for all x in Q, each pair 
5 and r in RSm, and some integer k < m we have 
c [A&, 5) - 4x9 5’)1[5, - 5,‘l 
lal<m 
B(1) FOY ) /3 / < m - 1, the functions &(x, 5) satisfy the Caratheodory 
conditions and the inequality 
(h eLz(Q)), 
where 0 < qsr < (n + 2(m - I /3 I))/(n - 2(m - I y I)) for n > 2(m - I y I) and 
qsv are arbitrary nonnegative numbers ifn < 2(m - I y I). 
To define the “variational AB Problem” for Eq. (34) relative to a given closed 
subspace V of W2”’ with V 2 ti2m we first note that in virtue of the Assump- 
tions A(1) and B(1) and the results about Nemytsky operators (see [6, 18]), the 
generalized forms 
a@, 4 = C <A,@, -34>, Da+, 
l4<n 
(37) 
b(u, 4 = C <&dx, 5(4), D6v) 
IBI<nZ-1 
(38) 
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are well defined on Wzm and for a given subspace V of Wzm one can associate 
with a(u, ZJ) in a unique way bounded continuous mappings T and C of V into V 
such that 
(Tu, 4 = a(~, 4, (Cu, v) = b(u, v) for U, 0 E V. (39) 
DEFINITION 5. Let V be a closed subspace of Wzm with @aW1 C V. A real 
number h E R is said to be a variational ABP relative to V of (34) if X is an ABP 
for the equation 
Tu = XCu (24 E V). W) 
In order to apply Theorem 2 to Equation (40) we first note that since V is a 
separable Hilbert space there exists a projectionally complete scheme J’,, = 
(X, , P,) for (V, V) for which the following assertion holds. 
LEMMA 2. (a) If assumptions A(1) and A(2)-A(3) OY A(1) and A(2’) hoZd, 
then T: V + V is A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
(b) If Assumption B(1) holds, then C: V-+ V is compact. 
Proof. (a) First, if A(1) and A(2)-A(3) hold, then by the results of Browder 
[6] the map T satisfies condition (S) and so T is A-proper, as was indicated in 
Example 4. On the other hand, if A(1) and A(2’) hold, then 
(Tu - TV, u - 4 3 cg II u - v II:,2 - ~4 II u - v ll;,z for U, v E V 
and this, as was shown by the author in Lemma 1 [26], implies that T is A-proper 
w.r.t. r, . 
(b) The fact that C: V -+ V is compact can be established in the same way 
as in [26] (see also [6, 181). 
For Theorem 2 to be applicable to (40) we also impose the following additional 
conditions: 
A(4) There exist functions a,,(x) ELM for / 01 I < m and / fi j < m and a 
continuous function 4: R+ + R+ with +(t)/t -+ 0 as t + 00 such that 
A&, u,..., D”u) - c a,&) D”u 
IBIsm 
G #(II u ll,A for u E V and Ia I < m. 
B(2) There exist functions be, ELM for I /3 1 < m - 1 and I y ( < m and 
a continuous function 4: R+ -+ R+ with #(t)/t --t 0 as t -+ co such that 
q&, UT..., Dm4 - , ; 4&9 Dyu 1 
y \m 
G Ml u llm.2) for UEV and IflI <m-l. 
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Now the Assumptions A(4) and B(2) imply that the bilinear forms 
I@, w) = c (a,,(x) Db, D%) (UP 53 E v, (41) 
14.1~1<” 
b(u, v) = C <by(x) D”u, Dpv) (u, v E v> 
I1B~<?l+l.lY[<" 
determine bounded linear mappings L, B:’ Y + V such that 
(42) 
l(u, q = (L% v), b(u, v) = (Bu, v) for u, vE V. (43) 
LEMMA 3. Condition A(4) implies that L is the asymptotk derivative of T 
while B(2) implies that B is the asy)nptotic derivative of C, i.e., L = T, and 
B = C, . 
Proof. We first show that 
II Tu - Lu llm.z/ll u /lm,z - 0 as li41m,2 + ~0 (uE V. (44 
Indeed, since for all u and v in V we have the, equality 
(Tu - Lu, v) = a(u, v) - l(u, v) 
= , z (4(x, n,...,‘~mu) - ,&ma,o(xl D% Dmv), 
a .m 
it follows from the latter and condition A(4) that 
I(Tu - Lu, 41 < ,agm j 1 A&, u,..., D”4 - ,,,Z,-laaB DOu 1 I Dav’l dx 
< WI u llm.z) II v llm,2 
for some constant K > 0. Since 4(t)/t i-f 0 as t + 00 and 
II 7-u - Lu II = ,“z”~ l(Tu - Lu, ~>I/11 CJ llm.2 < K$(ll u l1m.z) (45) 
for each fixed u in V, we obtain (44) from (45). 
In a similar way, using condition B(2), one shows, that 
II Cu - Bu Ilm,z/ll u IL.2 - 0 
as II 24 llm.2 - a, i.e., C = C, + P with C, = B, and 11 Pu lln,z/ll u (\m,y - 0 as 
II u llm,2 - NJ* Q.E.D. 
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Now, if we set T = L + N: V-+ V, then 11 Nu Ilm,z/il u jjrnS2 + 0 as 
/I u llm,2 + co by Lemma 3 and, by virtue of condition A(3), (Tu, u) >, 
Cl II 24. /lFrL,2 - K,, , where K, is some positive constant. Hence, by Lemma 1 with 
K = 1, the map L(= T,) is injective and A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
In view of the above discussion, the operators T, C: V+ V satisfy all 
conditions of Theorem 2 or Corollary l(b) and therefore the following new 
result concerning the ABP’s for (34) follows from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 5. Let & and ~28 be the formal dzflerential operators satisfying the 
conditions A(l)-A(4) and B(l)-B(2), respectively. Then each eigenvalue of 
Lu 7 hBu (UEV (46) 
of odd multiplicity is a variational ABP for (34). 
Remark 8. If instead of conditions A(l)-A(4) it is assumed that & satisfies 
conditions A(l), (A2’) and A(4), then th e asymptotic derivative L of T satisfies 
the inequality (Lu, u) > cS 11 u Ilk,, - c, I/ u li”,,s for all u in V and thus is A-proper 
w.r.t. TO . Consequently, in this case the conclusion of Theorem 5 also holds 
provided L is injective. 
II, As another application of Theorem 2 we consider the following 
problem from the theory of plastic torsion which has been studied by Aldarwish 
and Langenbach [2] under much stronger hypotheses on the function 4: 
Consider 
- gl g ]+(G2(u)) %I = Au for x E Q, u(x) = 0 for x E aQ, (47) 
where G(u, v) = Cy=, (~u/~xJ(&~/&c~), G(u, U) = GL(u), $(t2) is a continuous 
function of R+ into R+ such that 
(al) There exist constants a,, > 0, a, > 0 and a2 > 0 such that a2 < a,, and 
for all t > 0 and some E E (0, l] 
a, < 4(t2) and 1 +(t2) t - a,t I < altl-c, (48) 
(a2) +(t2)t is a strictly increasing function oft 3 0. 
Let HO be the Hilbert space I@21 with the inner product and the equivalent 
norm given by 
[u, v] = s, G(u, 4 dx, ~1 u Iii = s, G204 dx vu E JR;. (49) 
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Let a(u, v) be the Dirichlet form associated with (47) by 
PROPOSITION 4. If 4 satisfies conditions (al) and (a2), then one can associate 
with a(u, v) a bounded and demicontinuous operator T: HO + HO by 
[Tu, v] = a(u, v) for u, v E H,, (51) 
such that T is A-proper and has an injective asymptotic derivative T, which is 
also A-proper w.r.t. any projectionally complete scheme r,, for (HO , HO) and which 
has the form [T,u, v] = a, so G(u, v) dx for u, v E H,, . 
Proof. Since 1 G(u, v)I < G(u) G(v) for u and v in HO, it follows from the 
second part of (48) and the Holder inequality that 
I 44 41 G ia, II u Ilo + al meas(QY2 II u IlP)‘2~ II v Ilo 3 Vu, v E HO. 
Hence, to each u E H,, there exists a unique T(u) E H,, such that (51) holds and 
T: H,, + H,, is obviously bounded. To show that T is demicontinuous, note that 
if u, + u in H,, , Vu, + Vu in L,(Q)” as m 4 co. Thus, since + is bounded, the 
vector version of Vainberg-Krasnoselskii’s theorem on the continuity of the 
Nemytskii operator implies that $((VU,)~) + +((VU)~) in L2(Q)n as m + co. 
Thus, a(u, , v) + a(u, v) as m 4 cc for each v in HO and so T is demicontinuous. 
Now, to show that T is A-proper w.r.t. r,, , it suffices to show that T 
satisfies condition (S). So let {un} C Ho be such that u, - u in H,, and X, = 
(Tu, - Tu, u, - U) + 0 as n + co. Since / G(un , u)i < G(u,) G(u) and 
An = ($(G2(~,)W2W - G(un , 41 - ~(G%4[G2(4 - G(u, un)l>, 
it is not hard to show that for each n 
An 3 s B [+(G2(4 GO4 - +(G”W G(4lWJ - G(u)1 dx = A,’ > 0 
since the integrant is a nonnegative function by virtue of condition (a2). It 
follows from this and the first part of((a1) that 
(i) G(u,) converges to G(u) in measure, 
(4 {JO G*(u,) d > . x IS equiabsolutely continuous. 
To show that u, ---f u in H,, , it suffices to show that Du, + Du in L, . Let E, 6 
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be arbitrary positive numbers. Since G(u,) converges to G(U) in measure, one 
can choose a measurable subset E6 C Q such that meas (EJ < 6/2 and on 
Q\Es the derivatives Du, and Du are uniformly bounded. Moreover, on Q\E, , 
G2(u,) converges to Ga(u) in L, . Now from the equality 
I Q,Es [G2(4 - G2(u)] ax 
a(u,x; u, )” +2 gl acu;x; ‘) z] dx 
one deduces the convergence of u, to u in Wzl(Q\Eg) since the second integral on 
the right converges to zero because of the weak convergence of u, to u in Ho . 
But, from the convergence of un to u in W,l(Q\E8) one deduces the convergence 
of Du, to Du in measure on Q\E6 , i.e., given E, 6 > 0 one can choose n, > 1 
and a set EC,* CQ\E* such that meas (Ec,6) < 612 and for all x in Q\(E8 U EE,6) 
and n 3 n, we have Dun(x) - Du(x)l < E. Thus we have shown that Du, 
converges to Du in measure on Q and consequently since the equiabsolute 
continuity of {so Go dx) implies th e same for {so / Du, I2 dx}, it follows from 
the known measure theoretical results that Du, + Du in L, . Hence u, + u 
in H,, . 
Finally, using the second inequality in (48), it was shown in [2] that T, = a,l. 
Tndeed, one easily shows that for each ZL and v in Ho 
I[Tu - TA, VII .< al(meas(Q)Y’2 I! u Ilie’I! v Ilo. 
Thus it follows that 11 Tu - T,,,u /I0 < a (meas (Q))“” 11 u I\:-‘. This implies that 
II Tu - Tmu llo/ll u Ilo - 0 as II u /lo + co. It is obvious that, since I is an identity 
on H,, , T, is A-proper w.r.t. l-‘, . Q.E.D. 
Since the bilinear form c(u, U) = so uv dx on Ho defines a compact linear 
map C: Ho -+ H,, by 
[Cu, v] = c(u, v) for all u, v in Ho, (52) 
the variational AB Problem for the Eq. (47) re d uces to the AB Problem for the 
equation 
Tu = Ku (u E Ho), (53) 
where T is defined by (51) and C by (52) with C, = C. 
Now, since the generalized eigenvalues of 
a,, Au = h (u E f&l (54) 
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are precisely the characteristic values of the operator C,T;’ = C’u,’ (see [19]), 
in view of Proposition 4, Theorem 2 implies the validity of the following result. 
THEOREM 6. If I$ satis$es conditions (al) and (a2), then each gewralized 
eigenvalue of (54) of odd multiplicity is a variational ABP for Eq. (47). 
Remark 9. A special case of Theorem 6 has been established in [2] by 
different arguments under the following stronger conditions on 4: 
(1) max{a, , a,, - (a@)} < +(t2) < a, with E E (0, I], 0 < a2 < a,, , a, > 0. 
(2) j 4(P) t - $(s*)s j < a, 1 t - s [ for all t 3 0 and s > 0. 
(3) (+(tz) t - +(ss)s)(t - s) 3 a,(t - s)~ for t > 0 and s > 0. 
III. BP’s and ABP’s for Elliptic Quasilinear Operators 
In this section we indicate briefly how Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to 
establish the existence of BP’s and ABP’s for problems involving elliptic operators 
of order 2 and higher. We also indicate how our results imply a number of known 
local results. 
1. We first consider the second-order problem 
Lu + f (x, u, Du) = h(Mu + g(x, u, W> (u E w22 n rv21), (55) 
where L is the general linear second-order strongly elliptic operator discussed 
in Example 5 of Section 1, M is a linear operator of the first order, f and g are 
functions of Q x Rn+l to RR’ such that for u in W,l the maps u -+ F(u) = 
f (x, u, Du) and u + G(u) = g(~, u, Du) are continuous mappings from W21 
to L, , and the A-proper map L: Ho -+ L, and the compact map M: H, --f L, are 
either Frechet derivatives at 0 or asymptotic derivatives of T 3 L + F: H, -j L, 
andCrM+G:H,+L,, respectively. Using the setting of Example 5, the 
Sobolev Imbedding Theorem, and Theorems 1 and 2, it follows from our 
assumptions on f and g that 
THEOREM 7. If L is injective, then each eigenvalue of Lu = XMu 
(u E W22 f~ m2’) of odd multiplicity is a BP (0~ APB) for (55) if L = T, and 
M=C,,(orL=T,andM=C,). 
In case f (x, u, Du) = 0 and Mu = b(x)u, the global bifurcation and asymptotic 
bifurcation results for (55) were obtained in [28, 291 by different arguments. It 
is not hard to impose the analytic conditions on f and g so that F and G satisfy 
the above hypothesis. 
2. When the linear operator is of order greater than 2 or when the boundary 
condition is not of Dirichlet type, then we no longer have the Sobolevkii’s 
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inequality for L to prove that L is A-proper and thus a new approach has to be 
taken in this case, which we outline below. 
Let L be a differential operator of order k > 2 given by 
Lu = c a,(x) D&u (x E 8, aor EL-‘(Q)) 
with L ordinary when n = 1 and partial when n > 1 and such that 
(C) For a given closed subspace V of Wtk(Q) the linear operator L is a homeo- 
morphism of V onto L, . 
Here we indicate how condition (C) and Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to 
obtain the existence of BP’s and APB’s for 
Lu + f (x, D”u) = /\(Mu + g(x, D”u)) (u E K I y I < 4, (65) 
where M is linear of order <k - 1 and f, g: Q x RSk-l --+ R1 such that 
(D) For u E Wl-’ the maps u -+ F(u) 3 f (x, Dyu) and u -+ G(k) 3 g(x, Dyu) 
for 1 y 1 & k - 1 yield continuous mappings of W:-’ into L, . 
Since V is separable, we choose {X,} C V such that 
dist(zl, X,) = inf{li u - w llk,a j w E X,} --j 0 for each u E V. 
If we set Y, = L(X,) CL, and let P,: V -+ X, and Qn: L, + Y, be orthogonal 
projections, then r, = (X, , P,; L(X,), Qn} is projectionally complete for 
(V, L,) and L, considered as a map from V to L, , is A-proper w.r.t. I’, . It follows 
from (D) that F and G, considered as maps from V to L, , are compact and so is 
the linear map M: V -+ L, . Hence T = L + F: V + L, is A-proper w.r.t. r, 
and C = M + G: V -+L, is compact. Consequently, using Theorems 1 and 2, 
one obtains an analog of Theorem 7 under suitable growth conditions on 
f (x, U, Dvu) and g(x, u, DYU). 
The following examples indicate the type of problems to which the approach 
outlined above applies. 
(2a) Consider the bifurcation problems for 
A"u +f(x,DW = A(--du +g(x,D'+ (UC Wz4(Q) n m;(Q), IY/ < 31, 
(57) 
where d is the n-dimensional Laplacian and f and g satisfy condition (D) for 
k = 4. If we set V = W24 n ~~ and define L: V-+L, by Lu = A%, then V 
is a closed subspace of Wz4 and L is a homeomorphism of V onto L, if 8Q is 
sufficiently smooth (see Browder [7]). Since M, F, G: V -+L, , given by 
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Mu = --Au, F(u) = f(~, Dw) and G(u) = g(x, Dw), are compact it follows 
from the above discussion that each eigenvalue u E V of A% + h Au = 0 of odd 
multiplicity is either a BP or an ABP for (57) depending on the growth conditions 
imposed on F and G. 
(2b) In our last example we consider a BP where the nonlinear operators 
are defined only on a bounded neighborhood of 0. 
uyx) + f(X, u(O) ..., u(f=1’) = hg(x, u(O) ...) d-1’) (u E B(0, Y) c w2yo, l]), 
(58) 
m-1 
W,(u) = c [cx&P’(O) + /3&‘(l)] = 0 (1 < i < m), (59) 
i=O 
where olii , /Iii E R and f(~, x0 ,..., z,-r), g(x, so ,..., z,-i), af(x, so ,..., %-i)/asj 
andag(x, u(O),..., u(+-l’)/3gi are defined and continuous for0 <x < 1 and 1 zj I< 6 
for some S > 0 and 0 ,( i < m - 1 withf(x, 0 ,..., 0) = g(x, 0 ,..., 0) = 0. Since 
Wa’m[O, 1] is compactly imbedded into C +l[O, 11, there is 71+X > 0 such that 
II u II m,2 < 7)m-1 I u L for u E W2m with I u Imp1 being a norm in Cm-l[O, 11. 
This implies that if we set V = {u E W2”’ I W,(u) = 0, 1 < i < m} and let 
B(O, y) = {u @ v I II u llm \ < r, Y = S/T,-,}, then F, G: B(0, T) +L2[0, I] given 
by F(u) = f(~, u(O),..., u(“-I’) and C(u) = g(x, u(O),..., u(+i’) are compact with 
Frechet derivatives F. , C,L( V, L,) at 0 given by 
Fov = ‘“c’ w~~a~-.~ 0) v(j), c,v = 1 m-1 %(x, o,..., 0) v(j) 
az j 
(v E V). 
j=O 3 j=O 
If ucna’ = 0 has only the solution u(x) = 0 satisfying (59), then L defined on V by 
Lu = u(m) is a homeomorphism of V onto L, and thus A-proper w.r.t. ra = 
{X, , P,; LX, , QJ for (V, L2). Th us, Theorem 1 is applicable to (58)-(59) and 
so we can assert that if T,L + F,: V +L, is injective, then each eigenvalue of 
Tou = hC,u of odd multiplicity is a BP for (58)-(59). 
Finally let us remark that the bifurcation result of Krasnoselskii [16] for the 
problem 
-d = Xq(x) u(x)(l - (u’)“)“” u(0) = u(1) = 0, W-0 
arising in connection with the longitudinal bending of a compressed rod follows 
from our assertion concerning the existence of BP’s for (60) (when m = 2, 
G(u) = q(x) u(x)(l - (u’)“)‘l”, F(u) = 0, 
without first passing to an equivalent problem involving nonlinear compact 
integral operators as was done in [16]. It should be added that in this case 
To , Co E L( V, L,) are given by T,u = -un and C,u = qu. 
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Finally, let us remark that, as the last three examples show, even in those 
cases where the classical results may apply (via integral equations), the bifurcation 
and asymptotic bifurcation results based on A-proper mapping theory derived in 
Section 1 offer an alternative and a more direct approach to the bifurcation 
problems involving certain differential operators. 
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